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Player Commitment 
 

Upon selection, you are expected to participate in all team’s activities.  These activities 

include training, matches, and any other club related activity.  You as a player are 

expected to take your participation in the program seriously and should be committed to 

improving as a player and as a person.  With that in mind, you must clearly understand 

that attending training sessions is crucial in the development process, and attendance is 

mandatory. 

 

Gulf Breeze Futbol Academy players are required to: 

1. Represent Gulf Breeze FA in a positive manner. 

2. Expected to attend all training sessions and be prepared at the start of practice, 

this means be at practice on time with all equipment on and ready to go.   

3. Bring all gear to every training session and game. 

4. Give coaches advance notice if you are going to miss a training session or 

game, it is your responsibility, not that of your parents. 

5. Promise to work hard at practice and games to improve skills and 

understanding of the game. Understand the amount of playing time received in 

games will be based on skills, determination in practice, punctuality, and 

attitude.  Understand that players may receive more or less playing time than 

their teammates and playing time is not guaranteed. 

6. Conduct yourselves with class and dignity. You are representing the club at all 

times. 

7. Give encouragement to fellow teammates. 

8. Respect coaches/trainers and their decisions. 

9. Approach the coach with any personal soccer related issues (i.e. playing time, 

positions, etc.). 

10. Never engage in dissent toward an official, coach, or anyone else. 

11. Never leave a game or training session without the permission of the coach. 

12. Follow the coach’s instructions on and off the field at all club related 

activities. 

13. Be where the coach wants you to be at the time the coach sets. 

14. Follow the itinerary and curfew set by the coach on all team/club related 

travel. 

15. Treat players, parents, opposing teams, coaches, and officials with respect and 

conduct yourself in a professional manner. 

16. Abide by the rules of the game, club, leagues, facilities, tournaments, team 

and coach. 

17. Keep all the fields and facilities clean and prevent destruction of property. 

 

 

 

Victor Ayala 

Academy Director 


